HOME AUTOMATION
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With the new CAME DOMOTIC 3.0
system, it is your home that adapts to
your lifestyle. It will come to life, a place
equipped with an intelligence that you
can manage according to your habits,
even when you’re out. Choose a new
way of living and put technology at
the service of your life: save time and
energy, gain wellbeing and safety.
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CREATE
YOUR OWN
SCENARIO
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THE HOME
AUTOMATION THAT
IMPROVES YOUR
LIFESTYLE HABITS
CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 is the new home automation
system from CAME that allows you to intelligently
manage every kind of lifestyle. From automation to
lighting, from video entry systems to temperature control
and burglar alarm systems, all the devices are designed
to offer maximum comfort and safety. You can enjoy your
home, even when you’re not there.
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TECHNOLOGY
THAT ADDS VALUE
TO YOUR HOME

The new CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system adds value to
your home. At the centre of all the devices is Came’s
focus on technological innovation and design, always
sophisticated, 100% Made in Italy. All devices are simple
to install and easy to use. CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 offers an
advanced, comprehensive, integrated and modular home
automation system, able to adapt to your lifestyle habits.
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GLOBAL CONTROL OF YOUR HOME.
WHEREVER YOU ARE
INSTALLER

USER

CAME CLOUD

CAME CLOUD

LIGHTING

Came offers a Cloud service that enables you to enjoy
all the functionalities of the devices installed, not only in
a room, but also remotely, via a simple, safe and highly
reliable connection. The system server brings together
innovative Came Connect technology, which ensures
the connection of your CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 home
automation system to the Cloud and the management
of all the devices installed. With just a few clicks, you
can connect using your mobile device equipped with
a special app, making the system’s graphic interface
available at any time and in complete safety.

You can check the status of all the environments,
view images from the cameras, activate scenarios,
manage the various appliances and interact with your
home remotely, simply using your smartphone, tablet
or PC. Similarly, your installer can perform a complete
system diagnosis and identify any problems, intervening
quickly and effectively, with just an internet connection.

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

GATE AND DOOR
OPERATORS

SUPERVISION

SOUND DIFFUSION

THERMOSTAT
CONTROL

VIDEO ENTRY
SYSTEM

IRRIGATION

REMOTE CONTROL

TECHNICAL ALARMS

BURGLAR PROOFING
CCTV
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ADAPT
YOUR HOME
TO YOUR
IDEA OF
COMFORT
LIGHTING
AUTOMATION
SOUND SYSTEM
REMOTE CONTROL
With the new Came home automation system,
it is your home that adapts to your lifestyle,
offering you all-round comfort and wellbeing.
You can control and manage lighting,
automation and the sound system, putting
technology at the service of your habits.
Moreover, with CAME DOMOTIC 3.0, you
can monitor your home at any time, wherever
you are, from the car, the office, even when
you’re on holiday. With CAME DOMOTIC 3.0,
everything is under control.
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LIGHTING

Creating a pleasant atmosphere to experience at any
time of day, respecting everyone’s needs and tastes.
As always, lighting plays an important role in creating
the right atmosphere in the home. Thanks to the new
CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system, traditional lighting gives
way to a new way of managing light, a smart way that
reduces waste, an emotional way that recreates everchanging atmospheres. Original scenarios and unusual
atmospheres are now available so you can customise
your own living space.

The new home automation system makes it possible
to manage the RGB lamps from a touchscreen.
Starting from these basic colours (red, green and blue),
you can recreate any shade with the desired intensity.
Complete customisation of the environment with a simple
touch or automatically, by programming time slots.

AUTOMATION

Automation functions are at the heart of every home
automation system. With Came automation, you can
now bring control functions that enhance your lifestyle
into your home. Motors for shutters or blinds, gates
and automatic doors can be controlled from a single
location or multiple points positioned in the environment.
With CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 scenarios, you can manage
automated devices and, with a single command and in
an instant, perform different operations such as turning
off lights, lowering shutters and arming the burglar alarm
in the areas to be protected before leaving the house or
going to bed, from a single point in your home.
In addition, the fact that all the devices installed are
connected via a single cable allows you to extend and
modify the system at any time, according to changing
needs or different lifestyles, even when the house is
finished, furnished and regularly inhabited or in the event
of renovation. The CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system offers
the opportunity to achieve global control of the home.
It is modular and can be added to. You can expand your
system over time, based on your lifestyle habits today
and those of tomorrow.
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SOUND SYSTEM

REMOTE CONTROL

You can listen to music in every room of your home,
programming your favourite playlist automatically,
choosing which environment to play it in and at what
time... all this is possible with CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 home
automation. The sound system enhances your living space
even more. It is perfect for those who love music and
want to recreate evocative, lively or relaxing atmospheres,
always different and suited to every situation.

TABLET

SMARTPHONE

With the new CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system, you can
enjoy your home, even when you’re not there.
You can check your home at any time, even when you’re
far away. All the home automation functions are available
and can be used remotely thanks to Came Connect, the
system based on the Cloud that allows you to connect
via the internet to your home and to manage your
system from your tablet, smartphone or a simple PC.
You can monitor the status of the various environments,
view images from the cameras, launch scenarios,
control the various appliances, interact remotely with the
system, just as you can on site, through a connection to
your system that is simple, secure and highly reliable.
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TOTAL
FREEDOM IN
COMPLETE
SAFETY
VIDEO ENTRY
SYSTEMS
TECHNICAL ALARMS
BURGLAR ALARMS
With CAME DOMOTIC 3.0, you can make
your home secure and ensure all-round
protection for your lifestyle habits,
thanks to the integration of burglar alarm
and video entry systems, access control
and the management of technical alarms.
You can get instant feedback on the
status of individual doors and windows in
your home on your tablet or smartphone,
averting the risk of theft or break-ins linked
to forgetfulness. In addition, you can make
sure your living space is secure, preventing
dangerous events in your home.
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VIDEO ENTRY SYSTEMS

Among the security features typical of a high-level home
automation system, the video entry system plays a
crucial role. With CAME DOMOTIC 3.0, you can control
and protect external gates before even getting to your
home: an essential function in a modern building.
The home automation system can be connected
to video entry panels. This allows the touchscreen
terminals to act as indoor receivers, in addition to
their other control functions, avoiding the need to use
additional equipment. Thanks to a single control point,
your home and the people in it are always safe.
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TECHNICAL ALARMS

Not only burglar alarm systems. Protecting your home is
also guaranteed by technical alarms that warn you when
a situation that may endanger the safety of your home
and the people living there occurs. With the new CAME
DOMOTIC 3.0 system, you can put a stop to any events

BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS

such as gas or water leaks before they do serious
damage to your home. You will be notified immediately
with an audible and visual warning and a text message,
to protect your living space even when you’re away
from home.

Control over the burglar alarm system is an integral
part of any advanced home automation system.
Not just comfort and wellbeing. CAME DOMOTIC 3.0
helps protect your living space and the people who
live there from theft or break-ins. Came puts advanced
performance and cutting-edge technology at your
service, but also immediacy of use and interactivity,
for burglar alarm systems that can ensure your home
and its environments are secure and reliable.

Extremely versatile and customisable, Came burglar
alarm systems are perfect in both new builds and
renovations, and allow you to control your home,
even remotely, from your tablet or smartphone,
wherever you are, at any time.
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INTELLIGENT
HOME
MANAGEMENT
WITHOUT
WASTAGE
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
MONITORING
Less wastage, greater energy efficiency,
more value for your home, greater
awareness of your consumption.
The new CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system
allows you to optimise energy consumption
thanks to the built-in home management
system. You can view and organise
consumption, controlling electrical loads
and setting priorities using a simple,
user-friendly interface. You can manage
and program devices according to how
you actually live your life, reduce wastage
depending on bioclimatic conditions and
light levels, both indoors and outdoors,
improving the energy efficiency class and
the economic value of your home.
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL

With modern temperature control systems built into
the CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system, you can finally
decide the climate of each environment based on your
habits, bringing every area of your life to the ideal
temperature, meeting the needs of the whole family.
Came temperature control systems make it possible
to divide the house into thermal zones and to perform
precise adjustments for each zone. You can monitor
the temperature of the different zones thanks to the

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

installation of specific sensors in every environment and
program the desired climate with different temperatures
for different times of the day. The touchscreen terminals in
the CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system let you control countless
thermal zones with programs that can be fully customised
according to your habits. From one point of the house or
from your smartphone, you can manage the climate of the
whole home.

Modern homes require such a large number of electrical
appliances that consumption is likely to get out of
control and the phenomenon of blackouts is becoming
increasingly frequent, as the demand for energy is often
higher than the limits of the supply contract. With the
energy control modules in the new CAME DOMOTIC 3.0
system, you can finally control energy consumption in your
home, leading to considerable savings for the benefit of
the whole family. In the event of excessive demand for
power, the energy control system disconnects the less
important electrical loads and reconnects them later on.

It also allows you to monitor consumption, displaying the
current and historical consumption of the various electrical
loads controlled, in addition to water and gas, on the
touchscreen. Being aware of energy consumptions make
saving energy easier. It allows you to choose cheaper
supply tariffs more suited to your lifestyle and to live
in harmony with the environment.
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LIGHTING

MONITORING

ENERGY
MANAGEMENT

A system server and touchscreen terminals ensure
monitoring and management of the entire system,
allowing you to control all the home automation devices
and the security system in your home with one gesture.
The range of terminals, broad and diverse, is designed to
fit in with any lifestyle. You can choose between devices to
control small systems with small-scale requirements
and high-level devices with large, ergonomic displays.
In addition, thanks to the system server, you can also
control the system from your tablet or smartphone with a
special app. You will have a simple, user-friendly graphic
interface at your disposition, designed to facilitate your
interaction with the system and use of all the functions in
an easy and immediate way.

GATE AND
DOOR OPERATORS

THERMOSTAT
CONTROL

SOUND
DIFFUSION

SYSTEM
SERVER
VIDEO ENTRY
SYSTEM

IRRIGATION

TECHNICAL
ALARMS

BURGLAR
PROOFING

CCTV

WIRELESS
The CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system features a series of
wireless modules that can provide the same performance
offered by wired devices, allowing you to create a network
that is easy to install. Thanks to wireless devices, your
home automation system will adapt even better to your
spaces. You can install home automation devices and
enjoy the functions of automation, comfort and security
without having to perform building works. Or integrate
wired solutions with wireless solutions, combining
unlimited, easy installation and complete functions
in any context.

INSTALLER

TABLET

SMARTPHONE

USER

PC
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INTERFACE

“Multicoloured”
configuration

“White”
configuration

“Black”
configuration

Programming, managing and modifying your habits
has never been so easy with the new user-friendly
graphic interface on the CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 system.
Easy and intuitive, it has been designed to suit
everyone and fit in seamlessly with your living space.
You will be the one customising the Came home
automation interface. You can choose the stylish black
version, the bright white colour or the vivid coloured
version. One interface for all your devices.

You can manage and control your home with map
navigation via the home automation system touchscreen
terminal, from your tablet, smartphone or PC, always
displaying the same graphics. It’s like being at home,
even when you’re not there.
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CONTROL
MODULES
CAME DOMOTIC 3.0 features stylish, modern control devices,
made on glass plates with touch-sensitive keys. Technologicallyadvanced and easy to install, the control devices are activated
by simply moving your hand close to the device, minimising
consumption. The sophisticated design and clean lines mean
that these devices, available in various colours, fit perfectly into
any type of decor, becoming real elements of value in the home.
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4-command module on
white glass plate for round box.

2-command module on
white glass plate for round box.

6-command module on
white glass plate for rectangular box.

3-command module on
white glass plate for rectangular box.
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TOUCHSCREEN
TS is the advanced touchscreen that allows you to use
a single terminal to manage all your home automation
devices. Available in 7” and 10” versions, TS is
high-definition, extremely responsive and fast.

It can be installed recessed or wall-mounted, and stands
out thanks to its simple, sophisticated design, able to
integrate into any environment, adding value.

TS10 - Dim. 28.7 cm x 18.7 cm

TS7 - Dim. 21.8 cm x 14.5 cm
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Came Nord Est
Udine - ITALY
Came Nord Ovest
Cuneo - ITALY
Came Centro
Brescia - ITALY
Came Sud
Naples - ITALY
Came United Kingdom
Nottingham - UK
Came France
Paris - FRANCE
Came Spain
Madrid - SPAIN
Came Portugal
Lisbon - PORTUGAL
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Stuttgart - GERMANY
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Came GmbH
Berlin - GERMANY
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GARANZIA QUALITÀ ORIGINALE

Designed and manufactured in
ITALY

Came Group Benelux
Lessines - BELGIUM
Came Nederland
Breda - NETHERLANDS
Came Poland
Warszawa - POLAND
Came Americas Automation
Miami - USA
Came Adriatic
Kastav - CROATIA
Came do Brasil Serviços de Automaçao
São Paulo - BRAZIL
Came Automatismos de Mexico
Mexico City - MEXICO
Came Rus
Moscow - RUSSIA
Came Gulf
Dubai - U.A.E.

Came S.p.A. has certified
Quality, Environment and Safety
management systems in
compliance with the following
standards:
UNI EN ISO 9001
UNI EN ISO 14001
BS OHSAS 18001

Came India Automation Solutions
New Delhi - INDIA
Came Bpt South Africa (PTY) LTD
Germiston - SOUTH AFRICA

Came S.p.A.
Via Martiri della Libertà, 15
31030 Dosson di Casier
Treviso - Italy
Tel. (+39) 0422 4940
Fax (+39) 0422 4941
info@came.it - www.came.com
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